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INTRO

This book is silly.
It really is - it’s not even a proper art-book or a portfolio, it’s just a bunch of doodles, 
done mostly at work. But they’re good. (Actually, it starts a little weak, and then 
gets a lot better after the first 6 or so pix - but they’re good too.)

The Surrealists of the 30s loved random doodles as they believed they were por-
traits of the unconscious mind, the hands moving without the “artist” thinking at all, 
thus revealing our (inner) dream worlds or desires. How our minds work without 
any form of censorship. If that is true (and why not?), then my doodles reveal ... 
umm... really silly and really strange things. I’d like to say there’s a theme, but the 
theme seems to be “just really weird shit”.

And I love that.
For those who want to know, I do not use any special
pens, just some cheapies, I don’t use “good” art paper
just a cheap sketchbook (before that I just used what-
ever paper I could find in the office), and no, I haven’t
had any art lessons since high school (except for one
year of graphic design). 
I just like to draw. Well, doodle.

Sometimes these doodles
become actual works of art
(again, self-taught), such as
the example on the following page. It just started with me 
drawing an EdwaRd Scissorhands guy with hammer and 
sickle hands. Edward Communismhands! With the face 
and rage of Stalin! Versus.... umm... smurfs! Yea! Screw 
you Smurfs! Bahahahaha!!! Wait a minute - this idea’s 
awesome! It’s just odd enough to paint... Add this n’ that 
and tadaa! The doodle has “matured” into an artwork!

Round of applause - thank you.
And then we move on, for the great thing about doodles is 
that they’re NOT amazing works of art - they need not be. 
But the ones in here don’t suck. 

I hope you enjoy them.
[XTIAN, 2012]
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“What I got, you gotta...” - lyrics by the Red Hot Chiili Peppers













Phil Anselmo is the vocalist of metal band Pantera. 
“Walk” is a song by Pantera.



“Pmerde!” - literally “Pshit!”, as in the word shit, with a “p” in front of it 
- is the first line of Alfred Jarry’s absurdist play “Ubu Roi”. 
Jarry was s sort of pre-cursor to the Surrealists.



“Charlie don’t surf!” is a line from Coppola’s “Apocalypse Now”.





“R666CK!” is a six part Ep series by my band Fat Little Bastard.



Lyrics by The Beastie Boys.



“Yo! Watch the beat!” is a line from “I’m the Man” by Anthrax.





“I saw Gener...” is a song by Ween.



“Only one of us...” is a line from “Only One” by Slipknot.
“I will tear ...” is a line from the movie “Hellraiser”.





















Lyrics by Stealers Wheel.







left hand vs. right hand



“Rama-lama-fa-fa-fa” by MC5.





Parody of lyrics by MC5.







Portrait of Anton and Blanche La Vey of the Church of Satan.



“Dang-a-long ling-long” from “Jesus Built My Hotrod” by Ministry.
“All Heil Fat Satan” is a song by Fat Little Bastard.





What if cyborgs started reproducing? What if their human bits stuffed up in the process?
What if the result was a cyborg with Down Syndrome? Or some other genetic illness?











Lyrics by Machine Gun Fellatio.















“Oh my fucking God” is a song by Strapping Young Lad.





Line from “Black Goddess” by Cradle of Filth.
Von Lmo is a No-Wave band from New York.
RAF were a left-wing “urban guerilla” organisation.



“Voodoo Chile” is a song by Jimi Hendrix.



“Die in a crash” is a song by Ministry.











Top: portrait of the Marquis de Sade... and his robot.





























About Xtian

ALSO:
Xtian has published numerous books and CDs of music. He has performed on 
stages in Melbourne, Sydney and Canberra, has appeared on TV, radio, in band 
videos and literary publications.
Some of his bands include Fat Little Bastard, The Museum of Love and Mystery,
k1ll 7h3 hum4n5, Easter, etc.
His primary interest (other than love and immortality) is collage, and he is one half 
of the duo behind “...with uninhibited fingers for the unfathomable” a.k.a. The Infinite 
Collage Project. His books of collages include “The Hell”, “self-titled”, “Rembrandt 
Xtian: a Genius and his impact”, etc.
He has also created (or helped create) numerous music videos and short films as 
well as comic books, assemblages, performance nights, nudey pix, zines, recipes, 
good memories, poems, stories, stage shows, etc, etc.
He was made in East Germany and born in Hungary and don’t you forget it.
He is a registered Minister of the Church of the Subgenius, a Pope of Discordia, a 
Minister of the Universal Life 
Church and the founder and
Prophet of the First and Last
Church of the Happycalypse.
This is his first doodles book.

For more info on Xtian,
visit www.gadzooxtian.com .








